
 

Virtual launch of the South African Social Media
Landscape 2020

Following months of research and analysis, Ornico and World Wide Worx will launch the much anticipated SA Social
Media Landscape 2020 on Wednesday, 10 June 2020. This virtual event will cover some of the latest statistics and findings
from across the most utilised social media platforms in South Africa.

The SA Social Media Landscape 2020 also includes survey results in which some of the leading brands, agencies and
communicators share their predictions on social media usage and spend for both their brands and the companies they
work with. You can also look forward to a panel discussion with some of South Africa’s top minds in research and digital
trends analysis.

This year’s research collaborators include Ask Afrika whose survey sheds light on how South Africa’s most active users
utilise social media and why. YouKnow brings onboard social media data by Brandwatch, digital consumer intelligence
platform and survey insights from GlobalWebIndex. Psychographica provides analysis that breaks down the
psychographics of brands, based on their social media usage and content, which provides a unique behavioural
perspective.

Some of the discussions will include findings from these sources as well as research by Ornico and World Wide Worx
from across the leading social media platforms such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram and the new kid on the
block, TikTok. This will cover user numbers by platform and discussions into what brands should look out for in the next
year.

Launch details:

Date: 10 June 2020
Time: 10:00

RSVP: https://jo.my/sml-launch
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The SA Social Media Landscape 2020 will be available for free download after this launch to help brands navigate digital
and social media marketing trends for the next year.

We look forward to interacting with you and answering some of your questions around top trends in social media usage for
brands in South Africa.

We acknowledge and agree with the need for a more diverse and representative panel at the SA Social Media
Landscape 2020. Our teams have engaged with various top minds in order to update the panel, so that it is more
representative and inclusive.

Provide your insights for the 2024 Social Media Landscape Research 16 May 2024

Ornico celebrates win at the Global AMEC Awards 2023 29 Nov 2023

Ornico launches the 2nd annual edition of the SA PR Measurement Landscape Report 28 Nov 2023

Ornico launch webinar: 2nd annual edition of the SA PR Landscape Report 16 Nov 2023

Calling all communicators: Participate in the 2nd Annual SA PR Measurement Landscape Report Survey 12

Oct 2023
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Ornico provides brand, media and reputational intelligence and research to provide an independent view of
brand performance. Gain the competitive edge by making strategic marketing and communications
decisions to outsmart the competition.
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